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Stand Up for
Your
Health
By Beatričė Naujalytė and Shruti

Sathish
The allure of standing desks has
been growing as people become
more and more aware of the dangerous side effects that an increasingly
sedentary modern lifestyle can have.
Magazines, blogs, and flashy infographics all warn: “Sitting is the new
smoking!” Some have taken action
by stacking boxes under their laptops
and pacing during phone calls, but
one Memorial teacher has taken the
initiative and is working to help her
students combat this health danger
as well. We met up with Ms. Yahr,
who teaches Algebra I Honors and AP
Calculus AB, to find out more about
why she chose to incorporate standing
desks into her classroom.
What inspired you to get the stand
up desks in your classroom?
So, I think the first time I learned
about them was on 60 Minutes and I
was just watching and they had a story and in preceding weeks I saw them
on different news channels, just about
how much it has health benefits, so it
seemed like a good thing to try.
How did you obtain the standing
desks, were they expensive or hard
to get?
So, I applied to the grants we have
Please see DESKS, page 5

Above: 6th Hour CAMM tallying up the votes

Chick-Fil-A a
Clear Win

By Sadie Hornacek
With so many lunch options so
close to school, some people may feel
overwhelmed with all the choices. So
I took it upon myself, with the help
of my 6th hour CAMM class, to help
narrow down the selection when it
comes to fast food chicken. Mrs. Ford
went out during lunch and bought our
class a wide variety of chicken tenders
and nuggets to taste test and rate. Our
chicken choices included four classics: McDonald’s, KFC, Chick-Fil-A,
and Culver’s. With an abundance of
chicken at hand, the class was given
the simple task of tasting each kind of
chicken and rating each option based
on the following criteria: flavor, ten-

Mr. Affeldt Talks
About LINK
Crew
Interviewed by Maryann Rehani and

derness, crispness, appearance and the
“it” factor. The chicken was rated on a
scale of 1 (worst chicken option) to 4
(best chicken option) in each of these
categories. The overall winner, ChickFil-A, surprised no one. Chick-Fil-A
took the cake in 3 of the 5 categories
(flavor, tenderness, and the “it” factor). The runner up, a fellow chicken
specialist restaurant, KFC won in the
crispness and appearance categories.
There was also a clear loser, McDonald’s, who lost in every category.
What we can conclude from this is
that Chick-Fil-A
is the place to go
for some flavorful and tender
chicken, and
that McDonald’s
should stick to
McDouble’s.

leaders to in turn then mentor and
help our freshmen transition into the
school, and then get their feet under
them throughout their freshmen year.
For us, that program was developed
here under the leadership of Ms. Voss,
Sanjana Kumar
who had experience in another school
M: Can you just explain in general district with a LINK Crew student
what LINK Crew is for anyone who leadership program. At Memorial,
might not know?
LINK Crew is most widely known
A: LINK Crew is a nationally known
Please see LINK, page 7
program that provides training and
support for upperclassmen student

Tribute to Memorial’s
50 Years
1970-1971 ISSUE
SENIORS TO
GRADUATE
FROM STADIUM
Research and Layout by Evanka Annyapu

Memorial’s senior class will culminate their
thirteen years of public education at 7:30 on June
2 when they graduate from Dynie Mansfield Stadium. After several months of frustrations, the seniors
succeeded in securing the stadium for the commencement exercises. They had been scheduled to
graduate from the Dane County Coliseum.
The proposal, which was headed by senior
class president Rich Roberts, faced several setback
before finall finding acceptance. The seniors were
required to talk to Mr. Neale and Mr. Barter, Dr.
Conan Edwards (Director of Secondary Education),
and Dr. Douglas Ritchie (Superintendent of Schools),
before finally attending the Board of Education
meeting. Through all of these meetings, the students
had received negative responses. After the second
board meeting, the proposal finall was accepted.
The students are being required to pay for
the lights, stadium rental, and custodial services. The
cost will range somewhere around $200. It is not true
that each parent will be required to pay a $10,000
fee, as has been rumored. The senior class is presently attempting to collect the needed money from
its members.
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Grand march officially starts
Prom festivities

A Small Boy, A Big Tiger, A
Bigger
World
By Deney Li

comics, weaves a little
of his own magic into
each page; every story is
filled with a little snapcrackle-pop. The books
Everyone has heard of the dynamic duo, the perfect pair, follow Calvin, a little boy
the peas in a pod; a boy and a tiger turning their world,
in grade school, and his
and their parents’ world, upside down and lopsided. Know imaginary tiger friend,
who I’m talking about yet? Yes, it’s Calvin and Hobbes:
Hobbes, as they discover
the inseparable pair. Boy and toddler and tiger, however
the wondrous, and someyou would like to call them.
times not-so-wondrous,
The series lasted exactly 10 years, from November 18,
parts of life.
1985 to December 31, 1995. They were so popular that it
The entire Calvin and Hobbes series isn’t just written for
was featured in more than 2,400 newspapers. Even after
kids. The comics cover the horrors of media, the environalmost 20 years in 2014, its author, Bill Watterson, was
ment, and the corruption of politics, which are all topics
awarded the Grand Prix at the Angoulême International
adults can get a laugh out of. The comics cover every
Comics Festival, the biggest Comic-Con in the world.
topic a kid or adult can face in life, from young love to
Bill Watterson, the author of the beautifully-crafted
money-making, to discussing when dinosaurs are going to
attack Earth. The pictures sets you into the
shoes of Calvin, and how he sees the world,
full of make-believe and wonders.
The 80’s and 90’s were the beginning of the
Calvin and Hobbes series, but the beauty and
timelessness of these books will never set
an ending date. As Calvin would say, “It’s a
magical world, Hobbes, ol’ buddy... let’s go
exploring!”

Editor’s Note
Graduation: June 4,
1971, 1:00 p.m. at the
Coliseum

By Shalini Patro
With 4th quarter now
in full swing, it’s hard to
believe that there’s less than
two months left in the school
year. Where did the time
go?! After a fair share of
April showers, here’s to hoping that the last five weeks of
school are filled with sunny
skies, warm temperatures,
and endless fun. Historically,
May has been known to be
quite a busy month! With the
National College Decision
Day occurring on May 1st,
AP Tests occupying the first
two weeks (good luck!),
Prom, Spring Play, NHS
induction ceremony, graduation speaker tryouts, honors
convocation, senior picnic,
senior party, Film Fest and
the last four weeks of class
before finals, nearly everyone will be preoccupied, and
the month of May will no
doubt pass in the blink of an
eye. It will also be important
to remember, however, that
during these busy times, to
take time to relax and not
lose perspective on the grand

scheme of things. Perhaps,
even relax with a newspaper
in hand. That being said,
enclosed in the May issue
of Sword and Shield are
informative articles about
the events occurring in May
(such as AP Tests, Prom, the
Spring Play), an honest review of Ms. Yahr’s infamous
standing desks, a recap of the
Wisconsin Presidential Primaries, a recap of the spring
sports scoreboard, an interview with Mr. Affeldt about
the future of student leadership, an interview with Artist
of the Month Lily Wollin,
an article looking ahead to
summer, as well as one on
the death of beloved musical
icon Prince, and much, much
more! From everyone here
at the Sword and Shield, we
sincerely hope you enjoy this
month’s issue. Don’t forget
that second semester counts
just as much as first semester, so remember to finish
the year strong! As always,
thanks for reading, and see
you next month for the final,
and much anticipated, senior
issue!
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Problems with
the 2016
Democratic
Primaries

By Amos Egleston
This primary season has caused
many Americans to doubt the
fairness and effectiveness of the
presidential primary system, both
because of how complicated and inconsistent it is, but also because of
the many instances of alleged election fraud and voter suppression.
Protests have broken out in both
Phoenix, AZ and NYC because
of dissatisfaction among voters in
those states. So what are the accusations, and what has happened to
get people so mad?
Allegations of fraud first surfaced
during the Iowa caucus when a video was posted online that showed
a Clinton supporter breaking the
rules, and it was reported that ties at
several precincts had been decided
by coin tosses. Since this year’s
Iowa primary was the closest in history these minor discrepancies, and
the fact that the Iowa Democratic
Party refused to release vote totals,
caused many to question the validity of Clinton’s narrow victory. But
the most contested primary ended up being the Arizona primary.
Leading up to the primary the county clerk decided to only open 60
polling places in Maricopa County, as opposed to the 200 it had
opened in 2012. This decision led
to insanely long lines because of
the high turnout, not only that but
many voters when they finally got
through the line; found they could
not vote because their registration
had been changed from Democrat
to Republican/Independent. All of
this led to protests and calls for a
revote that were denied by the officials in charge. There is currently a
case in court calling for an audit the
primary, but it is unlikely that the
issue will ever be resolved.
The most recent outrage was
during the New York Primary, when
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it was revealed that over 120,000
democratic voters had been purged
from the poll books in Brooklyn,
ahead of the primary. The official
in charge of elections in Brooklyn
has been fired and the head of the
Board of Elections for New York
has apologized, but it is still unknown why this happened.
However, the most concerning
part of the primaries has been how
complicated and inconsistent they
are. Some states have caucuses,
while some do primaries; some are
open, while some are closed (meaning you must register ahead of time
with a specific party to vote); and
the rules are often different for the
Democrats and Republicans. It
has angered many people that you
must register with a party months
ahead of time to vote in some
states. For example, in New York
alone 3 Million independent voters
were excluded from voting. Here
in Wisconsin; while we do have
open primaries, the new photo ID
law has disenfranchised as many as
300,000 voters who are disproportionally minorities.
While America has always prided
itself for its democracy, we have
found in recent months that it may
not be all that pure.

Restaurant of
the
Month
By Andrew Zhou

Looking for a restaurant that
have a variety of foods and with a
reasonable price? VIP is your best
option for this month. The restaurant specializes in sushi, sashimi
and a wide range of Chinese foods.
From the outside, the building
is covered with slab stones and
capped with traditional Chinese
style roof, which gives its Vicissitudes feeling to it. Opening the
door, it is like opening the gate of
time. Inside the building, you can
see a fully modernized restaurant
with a big oval tale in the middle
with chefs making sushi and a bar
with shining bottles at the corner.
The room is dark, illumining it
with faint neuron lights, which
gives the environment a romantic
sitting. On the other corner of the
room, a few private rooms for parties makes this place a perfect place
for prompt dinner. Then comes the
most important part: the food. Offering more than 50 different types
of dishes origin from both China
and Japan, there must be one that
you like. My favorite sushi roll:
Dragon Roll. With shrimp tempura
and cucumber inside, topped with
eel, avocado tobiko and special
sauce, the dish bring you a tour in
Japan. I have also enjoyed every
single dish I have ordered on the
Chinese Menu. The Chinese food
you find in VIP is almost identical
to ones you could find in China.
With special lunch menu Monday
through Friday and unlimited sushi
offer on Sunday, VIP is certainly
the best Asian Cuisine in town.

DESKS, continued from page 1

negative effects. Ms.
Yahr touched upon this
when she said that having
students spend the entire
day standing would be
way too much. Having
standing desks in just this
one class creates some
balance. You walk to your
class, stand for about half
an hour, turn in a sheet of
paper, sharpen your pencils, stand for fifteen more
minutes, walk to your next
class, then sit down.
This is great for that
hour of the day. A bit more standing is better than
nothing, of course. But what else can we do to prevent
these scary effects? Here are some easy ideas:
1. Take stretching breaks
When you sit, blood flows relatively slower to the different parts of your body, resulting in poor circulation.
Taking a quick stretching break is very beneficial, because it helps increase blood flow to different parts of
the body. Set a timer on your phone during long study
sessions, and make time to get up and stretch out your
arms and legs! Your body and mind will thank you.
2. Stand while using your phone
When you’re mindlessly scrolling through your phone,
it’s super easy to simply stand up and pace around.
3. Put your computer on a box
Most of the information circulating can make it seem A sturdy box, perhaps weighed down with something,
as if standing desks are the obvious way to go. But as can be an affordable alternative to an expensive standwith anything, there are multiple sides to consider. You ing desk. When you’re working on your computer and
see, the issue isn’t that American’s are sitting all day,
don’t need lots of workspace, push aside your chair,
it’s that they aren’t moving around enough.
pull out your box, and stand!
To begin with, let’s assess our current situation.
4. Sit on a stool rather than a chair with a back
According to US News, “the average American sits
Sitting on a stool or perhaps even an exercise ball
for about eight hours a day”. The World Health Orforces you to use your abdominal muscles to remain
ganization lists “insufficient physical activity” as one
upright.
of the 10 leading risk factors for death worldwide.
5. Walk during TV commercials
When we’re sitting, our fat burning and blood flow
Don’t waste your time watching commercials you’ve
slows down, and our blood pressure, cholesterol, and
already seen a million times! Use that time to get up
triglyceride levels rise. The pancreas is forced to work and walk around!
more, your brain becomes sluggish, and your muscles 6. Fidget
degenerate. It’s a scary list of symptoms for a such a
Although fidgeting can be annoying to those sitting
seemingly innocent way to relax.
around you, do it! Movement is very important, and
So what if we stand all day? Well, that’s not really a helps increase blood flow to different parts of the
solution. Alan Hedge, a professor in the Department
body which sitting can slow down. According to the
of Design and Environment Analysis at Cornell UniHuffington Post, “Researchers found that sitting for
versity says, “If what you’re doing is replacing sitting long periods of time (defined as 7 hours or more) was
with standing, you’re not actually doing your body any associated with a 30 percent rise in mortality risk only
favors. In fact, you’re introducing a whole variety of
for those who fidgeted at a low frequency.” So tap your
new risk factors.” Too much strain is put on your feet, feet, swing your legs, lean back to stretch, and switch
legs, and back, your spine is compressed, and your
positions frequently. Just move!
heart has to fight against gravity.
7. Take the stairs
Alternating between different postures is where we
When faced with the decision of the elevator/escalator
find the perfect balance. The true danger is in being
or the stairs, take the stairs! Just do it.
still, and constantly changing the way our muscles
Remember to stand tall and not fall. JK, just stand
have to work is the only way to prevent all of these
as much as possible :)
available through the school, through the Student
Foundation. First they said that they couldn’t do it, but
then Mr. Affeldt thought it sounded like a good idea
so he encouraged me to keep thinking about it. And
then, I’m not exactly sure what happened, but the grant
people discovered they had more money so they came
and told me that I could have the money.
Do you think all classrooms should have standing
desks? Would that be realistic?
No, it would be way too expensive and then kids
would be standing all day, and that would be way too
much.
That’s true. How have your students responded to
the desks?
Some like them and some really don’t like them. I
have stools and they like them when they can have
the stools with them, but that sort of defeats the whole
purpose, so I’ve put most of the stools away. But once
the students are actually working hard on something,
I don’t think they even notice that they’re standing
anymore.
Do you feel that they’re more focused during class
because of them?
That’s supposed to be one of the goals, but I think
right now they’re still so new that it’s more of a distraction than a helpful thing. But I’m hoping as the
year proceeds and next year when the students are used
to them the whole time it’ll be something that helps
them focus.
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Summer
Vacation
By Evanka Annyapu

pool isn’t so bad either. When the sun is shining bright
and the day is incredibly sticky and humid, it’s a great
time to get out and splash into some water. Remember
Summer vacation is right around the corner and the
the Slip N’ Slides? Having some friends over for that
weather seems to be getting warmer… Hopefully this might end up making your day just as fun as having
summer will be warm and sunny! Every time we think your own water party.
of summer vacation, we smile, but it falters as we all
Learn Something New
realize the dreaded finals that seem to be creeping
This is a same old cliché that you might find everyup. Just remember that finals aren’t all that bad if you where, but seriously partaking in a challenge to learn
think of summer vacation as a sweet reward for study- something new might make you feel accomplished
ing hard. However, after finals are all over, you can’t
by the end of summer vacation. Learning to draw a
help but think, ‘what now?’
self-portrait or to cook at least five meals, are little
Spending your time scrolling through your feed on
things to learn. Maybe it’s your time to figure out how
Pinterest, Instagram, or WeHeartIt to find something
people make those ‘DIY projects’ from Tumblr. Learnfun to do over summer vacation may not be the best
ing something new may sound like school, but it really
thing to do. Those feeds will just make you feel bad
isn’t. You’re about to do something you’ve always
about the things you are missing out on. Instead, take a been interested in.
hold of these 5 things that you might find appealing:
Get Outside
Clean up the Old Year
Getting outside is the best thing you could do this
Cleaning up the mess you have collected over the past summer! Whether it’s to go boating or to go hiking or
twelve months can be really satisfactory. By boxing
even just sitting outside to enjoy the sun, everyminute
up some old memories and getting ready for some
spent outside counts. There are many things to do once
new ones can be a way to feel good about yourself this you’re outside: play a sport, learn something new, go
summer. If you find some old clothes you don’t need,
nature searching, hike, bike, walk/jog, or have a picnic
donate them to the nearest shelter. If you have items
with a couple of friends. And don’t forget that you’re
that you’re too old for, maybe a garage sale would be
never too old to play at the park.
a fun thing to set up. There are many things to stow
With this reward after finals, it’s definitely something
away; above all, homework. Homework could be
to look forward to. The simplest things over summer
tucked away for later referencing or burned at a bonfire vacation will seem to be the best things. Whether your
that you might hold for an annual summer party!
destination this summer is in your backyard or another
Camping out in the Backyard
country, have an incredible summer vacation!
Camping out in the backyard is the best alternative to
not being able to go to a state park for camping. Set
up the tent in the back (hoping that it’ll stay up), get a
little grill going, and stare at some stars if the night sky
is clear. Having a couple friends with you for camping
might make this experience a little more adventurous
and fun. Take a night walk around the neighborhood
while telling each other scary stories. Small, simple
things are the best to have an incredible experience
camping out in the backyard!
Water
Setting up the sprinkler to water the grass can also turn
into a really fun day of having your own personal waterpark in the backyard. Buying yourself a little kiddy

Prince’s
Death
By Rahima Osman and Garrett Kennedy

As you all know, Prince, the songwriter, singer,
and producer died on April 21st at his home, Paisley
Park, in Chanhassen, Minn. Prince was a man bursting
with music, a wildly prolific songwriter, a virtuoso
at guitar, keyboard and drums and a master architect
of funk, rock, R&B and pop. His music even defined
the genres. He was found dead in his home at 57. His
death is still under investigation. Many Prince fans are
devastated and grieved by the death of another legend.
All in all, this is a tragic loss for many.
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LINK, continued from page 1
as the group of students who provide
leadership on the first day of school.
[The program] started out initially as
even more robust than that, in that that
was just the beginning, and then there
were fairly explicit structures through
the school year. During this time our
backyards included upperclassmen
backyards and then freshmen only
backyards...I think if I actually back up
a step, part of our shift to having freshmen only backyards was in response
to LINK Crew feeling like it’s too hard
for us to have access to freshmen if
they’re scattered across backyards.
So, we started out with training upperclassmen to lead the first day of school
and to find time during backyard to
meet with underclassmen, and then
shifted to freshmen only backyards and
provided training to the LINK Crew
leaders during backyard so they could
go and then lead freshmen.
And then this year, as we shifted
to grade level advisory, as we shift
towards wanting every student to
have more specifically what they need
during advisory tied to their grade level, and their developmental needs, it’s
now made it really really challenging
for us to find a way to organize a time
for upperclassmen LINK Crew leaders
to be released from their own advisories to meet with freshmen. Whenever we do that, we’re providing this
great sort of benefit and mentoring for
freshmen, but then we’re putting this
additional stress on our LINK Crew
leaders for missing out on their advisory’s activities.
S: Why do you think we’re getting
rid of LINK Crew next year… are
we replacing it with something else?
A: I want to clarify that LINK Crew
started in recognition of the value and
importance of having upperclassmen
mentor our younger students, including their first days in the high school,
but then also providing that ongoing
relationship based mentoring throughout freshmen year. My belief is still
that that’s the kind of support we need
to provide for our incoming freshmen,
and that upperclassmen students are
better positioned to do that than staff,
in terms of the type of messaging they
can provide. So, the decision or messaging around getting rid of LINK
Crew is more in terms of title than
anything else in that I still completely
value the role that upperclassmen play

in mentoring freshmen, but we’re currently struggling to find the best way to
provide that ongoing access for upperclassmen to meet with freshmen…
we’ve struggled to find ways to provide the structural support for our staff
and support for our upperclassmen
and time for them to connect with the
freshmen to do that with full fidelity.
That then took another step towards almost impossible this year, that if I have
juniors and seniors with guest speakers
and are doing their college research
or they’re selecting courses, intermittently I have people pulled out of those
groups to go back and provide this
really important service to freshmen,
I was then holding back our LINIK
crew leaders from connecting with
their groups and in some cases from
that development of their own skills in
advisory. So, we’ve decided to move
away from what we’ve been defining
as the LINK Crew program,
Ms. Voss and I sat down and problem
solved for quite a while, and together we weren’t able to come up with
a perfect structure where we could,
moving forward, knowing that moving
forward advisory will be increasingly
important for every grade level, we
couldn’t come up with a good solution
after upperclassmen being trained as
LINK Crew leaders to come back and
lead the freshmen. So, the challenge
we now face is how do we continue
to fold in upperclassmen leadership
without having a true structure. We’re
still planning to have upperclassmen
leaders involved in planning the first
day of school and we’re trying to think
creatively about how we can power a
wide range of upperclassmen leaders
to play that critical role of mentoring
our underclassmen, and we’re really
looking to students to weigh in and
help us problem solve that.
S: Will the more informal types of
upperclassmen mentoring (clubs,
sports, etc.) be sufficient for incoming freshmen to feel a part of the
JMM community?
A: Even before we talked about upperclassmen mentoring, there’s a lot
of things that happened informally.
Those things will certainly continue,
and provide this informal but very
powerful relationship between upperclassmen and freshmen. I would love
some help in coming up with how we
could make that more structured… as
much as I know that that will continue
to happen, I would feel more comfort-

able if we built in something a little
bit more structured so that we all have
clarity on when the upperclassmen will
be meeting with freshmen, even if that
means that we find a way to designate
that there are certain advisories where
we’re going to ask our upperclassmen
to work with the freshmen, but do
that in a purposeful way so that we
still extend some of that relationship
building and consistency from certain
upperclassmen always working with
the same group of freshmen.
Principal Affeldt spoke more on the
future of LINK Crew:
A: I think what’s really important for
us as a school community to recognize,
as we weigh how successful advisory has been this year, is that this is
just the first year. But when we come
back next fall, we’ll have that benefit
of every group staying, for the most
part, the same, with the same advisor
and the same group of students, extending and building on the trust from
this year. As each year goes by, we’re
learning more about how to make the
curriculum more effective to take what
was done this year as a foundation, and
then tweak and enhance it to make it
even more meaningful.
I think, the best way for me to leave it
now would be for me to ask all of your
leaders to kind of help problem solve
what would be some creative ways for
us to find way within the school day
for upperclassmen to meet with freshmen.
S: And is there a place or way for
them to communicate their ideas?
A:I think that email is probably best.
M: All right, thank you so much Principal Affeldt!
Special thanks to Mr. Affeldt for his
cooperation throughout this interview!
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Wisconsin Primary
Results
By Amos Egleston

Just last month, Wisconsin was able to play a part in
the process of choosing our next president, joining the
28 other states that had already participated . For over
a week the national media was focused on us, here in
the Badger state, as the five presidential candidates
actively campaigned leading into the Primary. So how
did that Primary go?
Well, for the most part it went very well, with turnout topping 80% in some areas, and at nearly 60% for
the state. However, there were some downsides to the
incredible turnout, including long lines at some polling
locations. While there was much complaining about
the recent voter ID law in the days before the primary, it didn’t seem to cause many obvious problems on
Election Day.
While the most covered races on the ballot were the
Republican and Democratic primaries, there was also
an election for the State Supreme Court, as well as
a bunch of uncontested candidates for school board
positions. The candidates for the Supreme Court were
Rebecca Bradley and Joanne Kloppenburg. Bradley,
the winner, who had been temporarily appointed to the
court by Gov. Walker last fall to fill a vacancy managed to keep her seat.
On the Democratic side Bernie Sanders bested
Hillary Clinton by 13 points, while on the Republican
side, Ted Cruz beat Donald Trump by 13 points, and
John Kasich by 34 points.

The Dining Room, Spring
Play
By Garrett Kennedy
The Dining Room, a woven-together series of short
scenes about the upper middle class. The members
of these families, also known as WASP (White Anglo-Saxon Protestant) families are acted out by a small
group of actors and actresses who play many
different roles throughout the play. This play spans
almost a century of familial drama and was nominated
for the 1985 Pulitzer Prize for Drama.
So far the preparations for the play are going swimmingly. The set is mostly built and is in the process of
being painted. Props and costumes are being gathered
for the performance. The actors and actresses have
been selected and are apparently well on their way to
having their lines memorized.
It’s going to be an awesome show! Come and see it
on May 12th, 13th, 14th, 19th, 20th, or the 21st. Look
out for tickets to become available soon!
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Comic Fun by Lauren Anthony

AP
Tips
By Megan Liebau

Three ways to prepare for the AP Test
1. Eat a good breakfast. When you don’t have anything in your stomach, you will have a harder time
concentrating. You also may feel nauseous, which
wouldn’t be good.
2. Sleep well. Getting a good night’s sleep can make
all the difference. If you can’t stay awake for the test,
then a year of studying was for nothing.
3. Don’t panic- you have this!

Artist of the Month: Lily
Wollin

easily when I became frustrated.
His encouragement and knowledge helped me
achieve more
than I ever
thought I could.
Mr. Herman,
with his patience
and talent gave
me enjoyment
in a medium I
had never tried
before. And Ms.
Ford has taught
me so many new
things such as using the illustrator program and many
techniques in arts, metals, and glass class.
Who is your favorite artist?
My favorite artist is Jeffrey Fulvimari. One of my
favorite books when I was younger was The English
Rose, written by Madonna. He illustrated the book and
I was intrigued by all the details and designs he put
into his illustrations.
Do you have any words of advice for budding artists?
To persevere and never give up on your talent or love
of art.
What type of art would you like to learn in the
future?
I’ve dabbled in a little bit of everything, but I’d like to
pursue realism painting. I’d also like to give airbrushing a try.
Do you plan on continuing art after high school?
Yes, I plan to attend UW Madison and double major in
either math or science, and in art. I’m not sure yet in
what area of art I’d like to focus, but art education is a
possibility, and also writing and illustrating children’s
books.

What holidays are in
May?
By Andrew Zhou

Birthday of Florence Nightingale, the founder of modern day nursing.
May 10th: Clean Up Your Room Day
This holiday is also prominent for its purpose of “torturing” kids. Parents, have some fun.
May 26th: Sally Ride Day
First America’s first woman into space.
May 30th:My Bucket’s Got a Hole in It Day
Do I really care that your bucket has a hole in it? Created because of folk song. What a smart idea.

By Maryann Rehani
Name: Lily Wollin
Grade: 12
What art classes have you taken at Memorial?
The past three years I’ve taken ceramics 1 and 2,
Drawing 1,2 and 3, Arts Metals and Glass 1, Painting/
Printmaking 1 and 2, Animation, and Photoshop. I’m
currently taking Ceramics 3, Illustrator, Arts Metals
and Glass 2, and Graphic Design.
How long have you been creating art?
Ive been creating art ever since I picked up my first
crayon when I was a year old.
Why do you create art?
Because it allows me to express myself in a unique
way.
What is your favorite medium to work with?
I’ve always enjoyed drawing the most, and lately my
favorite medium has been prismacolor markers that I
use for illustrating.
Would you mind explaining what those markers
are?
They are markers that allow you to blend many different colors easily.
What has been your favorite piece of art that
you’ve made?
My favorite piece was the
final project for drawing 2.
I enjoyed the challenge of
using four different mediums to create one of piece
of art.
Where do you find your
inspiration?
Mr. Newland has been
a big inspiration to me
because before taking his
drawing classes I gave up

May 1st: Loyalty Day
The holiday first occurred during the first red scare. It
is suppose to be reaffirmation of loyalty to the United
States and representation of freedom.
May 4th: Star Wars Day
The holiday is purely a creation of social media. “May
the Fourth be with you.
May 5th: Cinco De Mayo
The holiday took its root in Mexican state of Puebla. It
commemorates the Mexican army defeating the better-equipped French army. (PS: This is the only holiday that can actually be considered a holiday.)
May 6th: National Nurse Day
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Prom
By Maryann Rehani

flooded in and joined in the fun to dance the night
away. This year, our theme was “midnight masquerade”, so Spartans’ identities were hidden by their mask
Prom is the culminating experience of a student’s
disguises. Some of the most popular stores that sell
high school career. Throughout the year the suspense
masks include Party City, Mallots, and even online
builds up, with planning committees working around
stores like Amazon! It’s traditional for groups to go
the clock, people shopping for dresses, and the drama out for a fancy dinner and take photos at prime picture
of promposals. Prom has become such a prevalent part venues. Some of the top rated restaurants in Madison
of American culture - it symbolizes reaching a higher
included OLIVA, Brasserie V, Lombardino’s, Bonfyre,
stage of life, as seniors participate in their final signifi- and more!
cant high school event before graduation.
One of the many good things about living in MadiAt Memorial, we have our own version of prom.
son is that there is a plethora of picture venues. One of
Because prom is planned by the junior class, juniors
the most popular is Olbrich Botanical Gardens. Their
and seniors are both allowed to attend. Freshmen and
large outdoor garden makes for a great mix of scensophomores are also allowed come on the event as
ery. While there was a small fee for taking photos on
long as they are being escorted by a junior or a senior. prom, this venue is one of the best in the city! Allen
At some schools, only the juniors or only the seniors
Centennial Gardens is my personal favorite location.
are allowed in without being listed as the date of an
With a number of bridges spanning different areas of
eligible student. At other schools, there are unsaid
the garden and colorful flowers at every turn, there was
rules dictating the length of people’s dresses based on always somewhere pretty to get a nice shot. Living
grades. For example, if it’s a school’s Junior Prom,
in the capital of Wisconsin also has its perks as the
juniors would traditionally wear long dresses while
Capital Building is just down the road. Pictures at the
seniors wear short, homecoming-type, dresses. In other Capital always come out classy because of its inherent
situations, grades can dictate how poofy your dress is. elegance.
Some schools will expect juniors to wear poofy dressTickets went on sale the week leading up to the event
es and seniors to wear straight down styles. At Memo- and were sold for $25. People stopped into post prom
rial, girls typically wear long dresses, but short dresses after they were done partying! Post prom was held
are just as fashionable and accepted.
at Vitense Golfland this year. Golfers had the chance
So… let’s get down to logistics. This year, prom took to win prizes from raffles and even get in a round of
place on Saturday, May 7th. Like most years, it was
minigolf! Long story short, Saturday, May 7th was
at the Alliant Energy Center. Starting at 8:30, students definitely a night to remember!

Science Olympiad

By Kelly Wu
During the last weekend of April, hundreds of science
students gathered in Menominee, WI for a day of great
science activities. Both middle and high school teams
gathered on the UW Stout college campus to compete
in several events in the 2016 Wisconsin Science Olympiad, with events startiong in the morning at 7:45 and
lasting until 3:00.
Competitors could compete in as many events as they
wanted, provided there was no time overlap. Events
ranged from life sciences like Disease Detectives, to
physical events like Chemistry lab and hands on events
like bridge-building and experimental design. After all
the events were completed, volunteer proctors, usually
professors and staff at the university, worked hard to
grade the exam sheets. Then came time for the awards
ceremony, complete with smoke machines, colored
spotlights, music and participants doing “the wave”
around the auditorium.
West and Hamilton had a strong showing, but
Menominee came out in top for the high school division. Memorial had some time on the podium as well,
with 3rd in Disease Detectives and 4th in
Astronomy. At the end of the day the compe-
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tition is a great chance for people from all across the
state interested in science to convene, compete and get
excited about a subject they all enjoy.

Spirit Day a
Success

get a

OPEN A STUDENT FREE CHECKING ACCOUNT 1
$10 ITUNES GIFT CARD

2

AND A CHANCE TO WIN A

NEW MACBOOK PRO

3

Federally Insured by the NCUA. Offer valid until 6/15/2016.1 Minimum to open Free Student Checking account is $25. Primary Savings account required to have Free
Checking. Primary Savings Account: Minimum to open $5. Annual Percentage Yield (APY), as of 3/28/16 0.10%. Rate may change at any time. Minimum to obtain
APY is $25. 2 iTunes gift card will be mailed within 6 weeks of account opening. Only one per member. 3 See SummitCreditUnion.com/Macbook for complete details.

Our Madison Memorial Science Bowl team.

By Kristine Nguyen and
Jocelyn Alacantra
Spirit Day, JMM’s
annual volunteering event
hosted by Spartan Youth
Service, happened on
April 28th this year, involving many of Memorial’s students. Spirit Day is
a wonderful chance for all
Spartans to give back to
the community and volunteer. Participant went
to local schools, such as
Huegel, Jefferson, and
even Memorial to work
with young children, help
teachers, and tidy up the
area around the schools.
Many students at Memorial love being a part
of this event for various
reasons. Sophomore Andy
enjoys Spirit Day because
he is able to “give back to
the community”. Another
Memorial student, Junior
Yayuko Thao explains
that she “loves working
with children because it is
fun to help kids learn and
also watch them grow”.

Picture Caption: Juniors
Jacky Lin, Livia Xie,
Molly Wang, Rayan Banajeree, and Claire Sun at
Huegel Elementary

Games

May Horoscopes

FLOWERS CROSSWORD

By Ameya Sanyal

Compiled by Cedric Blackmore & Amos Egleston
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ACROSS
4 How you may feel if
you don’t eat breakfast on
AP test day
7 A children’s toy you
could buy to amuse yourself with over the summer
9 The person who encouraged Ms.Yahr to obtain
standing desks
10 The organ that has to
work harder when we sit
down more
11 Day of the week when
unlimited sushi is available at VIP
13 The year this year’s
spring play was nominated
for a Pulitzer Prize
14 Competition a team
from Memorialcompeted
in, sponsored byMiddleton
Outreach Ministry

8
15 The dish that McDonald’s should stick to
making
DOWN
1 The stadium where
graduation was held in
1971
2 The town where Prince
lived/died
3 The first woman in
space
5 Last name of artist who
inspired Lily Wollin
6 A suggestion of how to
dispose of your homework
this summer
8 The building that is
inherently”elegant”
12 The first year that
Calvin and Hobbes was
published

With a wide variety of scholarships and
grants, The Salon Professional Academy
offers many opportunities to afford your
education for those who qualify.

Gemini – Careful! Although
unintentional, someone may act
in a way that significantly affects
you. Assess the situation with a
level-head and you’re sure to find a
quick resolution.

6
5

12

Taurus – You may be overcommitting yourself – take time to relax.
Sip a sweet cup of tea, slip on a
pair of fuzzy socks and read a good
book.

9

7

$15K For Your
Future - We
Can Help Invest
In Your Career

Aries – Romance is in the air for
you, lovely! Expect to meet someone who wonderfully compliments
your best personality traits.

SUDOKU
Anti-king means that no number repeats a “king’s
move away in chess”. In practice this means that no
two identical numbers touch in any direction, including diagonally.
Argyle means that no number repeats on any marked
diagonal. The diagonals form an ‘Argyle’ Scots tartan
pattern.
And since it’s a Sudoku, you must also place 1 to 9 in
each row, column and bold-lined 3×3 box.

AMARYLLIS
ANEMONE
ASTER
AZALEA
BEGONIA
BLUEBELL
BUTTERCUP
CAMELLIA
CARNATION
CHERRY
CHRYSANTHEMUM
CROCUS
DAFFODIL
DAISY
FOXGLOVE
HIBISCUS
HYACINTH
IRIS

LAVENDER
LILAC
LILY
LOTUS
MARIGOLD
ORCHID
PEACH
PEONY
PETUNIA
PRIMROSE
RHODODENDRON
ROSE
SNAPDRAGON
SUNFLOWER
TULIP
VIOLET
ZINNIA

tspaMadison.com

Cancer – This May, luck is on
your side. Something that you’ve
repeatedly wished for will come
true!
Leo – A situation may not work
out as expected, but don’t despair.
Breathe in, breathe out and simply
try again. Your perseverance will
take you far.

Now Enrolling
For Cosmetology
Courses

Virgo – New challenges will arrive
and seem unsurmountable. Surround yourself with the positive
energy of good friends and family
and you are sure to succeed.

Schedule A Tour
Today

Libra – Loosen up! You are an
extraordinary, talented and brilliant
human-being, capable of awe-striking feats. You deserve a break.
Scorpio – Let someone unexpected into your life. Even though the
choice may seem regrettable at
first, have patience.
Sagittarius – Try something new.
Grab a couple close friends and
you’re sure to have a magnificent
time making memories!

Email Admissions@tspaMadison.com

Call 608.661.8772
44 East Towne Mall Ste D410
Madison, WI 53704

Aquarius – Woohoo! Everything in
your life is falling into place. Sit back
and watch the magic happen.

Capricorn – Care for someone
around you. As May can be a
stressful time for everyone surrounding you, start with something Pisces -- This month, you will be
faced with a series of difficult decisimple such as a compliment per
day.
sions. No worries, though! Many of
those that surround you are willing to
help.
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SPARTAN SCOREBOARD
Compiled by Isabella Wu

Individuals: 2nd: David Chen; 3rd: James Tautges,
Anusha Shahai; 4th: Michael Yang, Amol Rajesh; 5th:
Amit Rajesh
2016 State High School Math Contest Results:
2016 All-State 1st Team (Ed Bolden, advisor) included
Chris Xu (Perfect Score) and Anusha Sahai
SPORTS
2016 All-State 2nd Team Class AA (Kevin Hodgson,
Ping Pong: Peter Yang won the State Open Table Ten- advisor) included James Tautges, Samik Partha, and
nis Championship
Finn Voichick
American Society of
ACADEMICS
Human Genetics Essay
FBLA: 14 Memorial students competed at the FBLA
Contest: Junior Stella Ma
State Leadership Conference Monday and Tuesday in has been chosen as the
La Crosse. Nine of them will advance to the National
international winner of the
Conference in Atlanta, Georgia this summer.
Essay Contest! Stella’s esHOSA: Many Memorial students competed at the
say was chosen among a
HOSA State Competition for three days at Chula
record number of entries,
Vista, Wisconsin Dells. 11 students will advance to the from 23 different countries and 44 different states.
HOSA InCongrats to AP Biology teacher Cindy Kellor.
ternational
Leadership
MUSIC
Conference
Large Group Festival: Wind Ensemble and Concert
in NashBand 2 received first division ratings at the WSMA
ville, TenBand Festival. Concert Choir, Treble Chorus, and Chonessee this
rale also received first division ratings at the WSMA
summer.
Chorale Festival
Forensics: Huge
OTHER
congratJMM Canstruction: Congrats to the JMM Canstruculations
tion Team for winning the Youth Award, and thanks to
to the JMM Forensics team on their 9th straight and
the Middleton Outreach Ministry and all of the spon13th overall Division I State Championship! The team sors for their support!
scored 302 points, edging out Sun Prairie by a mere 6 Muslim Interscholastic Tournament: A group of
points. The events that broke at this year’s state inMMSD students attended the regional Muslim Interclude:
scholastic Tournmanet in Chicago, IL and took home
Demo: 1st Elaine Yi, 3rd Shruti Satish
first and second place in several categories. MIST
Duo: Semifinalists Sam Wood and James Tautges
combines art, writing and speech with an understandExtemp: 1st Alekh Kale, 3rd Anurag Sandireddy,
ing of Islam and Muslims into a fun tournament that
Semifinalist Diana Li
brings high school students together to develop leaderFarrago: Semifinalist Kiran Arora
ship skills and inspire creativity.
Four Minute: 2nd Lea Hulsey
FCCLA: The JMM Culinary Club went to State earGroup Interp: 2nd Erica Reiners, Audrey Accardo, and lier this week. Congratulations to Michaela Moerhing,
Danielle Slawny
Food Innovations, who qualified for Nationals in San
Moments: 1st Simran Sandhu, Semifinalist Ani SriniDiego. Jon Wolenec, Pastry and Baking and Abdinur
vasan
Alas, Culinary Knife Skills both received silver and
Oratory: Semifinalist Samik Partha
Rebecca Krantz completed valuable leadership trainPlay Acting: 1st Olivia Ravenscroft and Sam Cibula,
ing.
2nd Jack Votava and Elizabeth Robbins, Semifinalists ProjectTeenMoney competition: Calvin Jensen and
Molly Bidwell and Jessica Liu
Richard Kerr won $500 scholarships in the ProjectProse: 3rd Julia Siegal
TeenMoney competition.
Solo Serious Acting: 1st Aris Awes, Semifinalist Lily
Zwaska
Student Congress: 1st Alekh Kale, 6th Bryce Piotrowski
Math Meet (East):
JV1: 1st place; JV2: 2nd place
Individuals: 1st: Sam Xu; 2nd: Deney Li, Beatrice
Naujalyte, Albert Men, Michael Yao; 3rd: Sanil Partha; 4th: Andrew Jiang; 5th: Zion Hefty
Varsity: V1: 1st place and V2: 3rd place
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Minimum
Wage Too Low
By Cedric Blackmore

wage, and some few argue that the modern is too high
because of it. But let’s take a look at the rest of those
1938 prices after adjustment. A 1938 house was worth
The one thing that keeps our modern world running $64,000 in modern money, education $7000; a car
is money. If you want to keep up with civilization;
would go for $14,000 , and gas for $1.66.
to eat, sleep in a house, and do useful things with
Notice anything wrong? You should: those prices are
your time, you need a good amount of it. But, as any
not even remotely close to actual modern markups. An
person who pays bills knows, that isn’t as easy as it
average house today is $245,000 dollars, and even at
sounds. Anyone who works for a living understands
the above-inflation minimum wage of $7.25 that would
how much life would be easier with a little extra cash. take 33,700 hours to pay for. The same university,
However, there are those for whom “a little extra cash” worth $420 a year in 1938, now charges $55,000 per
is crucial for survival. Around the nation, young and
year. In order to pay for that education at minimum
old alike work their hands to the bone in low-paying
wage, the student would be required to work over 20
minimum wage jobs that often can’t add up to the cost hours a day, 365 days a year. The minimum wage may
of a house, let alone support a family. And, although
be above the inflated 1938 rate, but the price is living
there may certainly be those who do not contribute to
is higher by far.
society and “live off benefits”, no person who works
A common argument against wage raises is that the
a 60-hour week deserves to live in fear of hunger and
workers could simply get an education and a better
of losing their home. Yet that is exactly what the $7.25 job-make enough money to deal with the high cost of
minimum wage forces laborers to do.
living. However, as is abundantly clear, simply paying
No less than 42 percent of workers in the U.S. make for college at minimum wage is impossible. In order to
less than $15 per hour, the vast majority of whom work succeed, one must either have money to begin with or
in service jobs. 1 million Americans over the age of
take out loans from the bank.
19 make the minimum wage of $7.25 an hour, making
In addition, few high-paying jobs will hire a homean annual wage of $15,800 -- far under the average in- less person, and atop of that a house is necessary for
come of $51,759. The current United States minimum living a healthy life. No college student can do the inwage has to support housing, food, electricity, and of- credible workload on the street. But, a house is just as
ten care for a child. However, it’s hard to evaluate that impossible to pay for as college. The only alternative
without context. Let’s take a historical look.
remaining is to take out more loans, putting yourself
In 1938, the minimum wage was a whopping 25
into greater debt. The modern solution to poverty is
cents per hour of hard work. It would certainly take a
debt, and when that debt becomes overbearing that
lot of work to get your own house (perhaps with some same bank will take your house right back.
chickens and rabbits) -- the average price of housing
I’m fairly certain that nobody reading this wants to
was $3,900. Without accounting for any other costs,
live their life in debt or poverty. Even if you strive
15,600 hours of work at minimum wage would buy
for a simple life, those that say “money cannot buy
you that nice farmstead you were looking at. A fine
happiness” have never been too poor to eat. If you’ve
college education could cost you around $420 a year. A worked at minimum wage and want to have a chance
car could be yours for $860, with gas at $.10.
to succeed in life, research your state representative
However, these shockingly low prices cannot be
and see if they have that desire as well. Make sure
evaluated without adjusting for inflation. In fact, the
those you vote for have your best interests at the heart
1938 dollar is worth about 16.6 modern dollars. By
of their policies. After all, they make hundreds of thouthose rates the adjusted minimum wage for 1938 was
sands of dollars a year to decide whether or not you
$4.19. That’s a lot less than our modern minimum
can make minimum wage.

Scholarships
Corner:
May
By Ameya Sanyal

Brower Youth Award
In today’s day and age, it’s important to be mindful of our life
choices and how they impact the
environment. If you’ve contributed
to a project that positively aids our
climate change problem, you’re eligible to apply. Curious? Check out
http://www.broweryouthawards.
org/. The deadline is May 16th.
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